
Chick Craft Instructional Guide 
**Please refer to our Facebook page (Facebook.com/CelebratingAg)  

for an instructional video on this craft. Feel free to share a photo of the 
finished product to our page or by using the hashtag #CelebratingAg20** 
 
 

 
Supplies included in bag:  

• 1 cork 
• 3 yellow pipe cleaners 
• 2 self-adhesive googly eyes 
• 1 pre-cut orange diamond for the beak 

Supplies needed from home: 

• Glue stick or tape to attach beak to chick 

 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https://ourkidthings.com/fuzzy-pipe-cleaner-and-cork-chick-craft/&psig=AOvVaw2CIr6vxxyKznGNULpQGx23&ust=1599144616503000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCLiTpYncyusCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD
https://www.facebook.com/FarmCreditEast


Step 1: Bend one yellow pipe cleaner about 1/3 of the way down. Make 3 small bends 
total, so it looks like an extended M. Make sure to leave the end of the pipe cleaner a bit 
longer than the other folds (see red arrow in picture below) 

  

Step 2: Take the extended M part of the pipe cleaner, and bunch the folds together to 
make a wing, taking the longer end of the M and wrapping it around itself 

  

Step 3: Wrap the remaining 2/3 of the pipe cleaner around the cork, being sure to bend 
the pipe cleaner under itself to secure the wing in place 

  

Step 4: Repeat steps 1-3 to make the second wing and secure it onto the cork, being 
sure to bend the pipe cleaner under itself so both wings are secure 



 

Step 5: Take the third pipe cleaner and tuck an end under the already wrapped pipe 
cleaner and wrap around as much of the remaining cork as possible. Again, tuck the last 
end under the already wrapped pipe cleaner to secure, then reposition/separate the 
pipe cleaner as needed. 

 

Step 7: Fold the orange diamond in half for the beak, and either glue or tape onto the 
chick 

Step 8: Remove self-adhesive paper from the backs of the googly eyes, and stick them 
above the beak. See below (left) for finished product! 

  


